To the Editor,

I read the article by Özel et al. ([@ref1]) entitled "What is better for predilatation in bioresorbable vascular scaffold implantation: a noncompliant or a compliant balloon?" recently published in Anatol J Cardiol 2016; 16: 244-49 with great interest. The authors demonstrated the effect of balloon predilatation using non-compliant and compliant balloon catheter in the deployment of bioresorbable vascular scaffold (BVS). They stated that balloon dilatation with noncompliant balloon may decrease the need for balloon postdilatation.

Drug-eluting BVS is a milestone for percutaneous coronary intervention. Although commercial packing of BVS looks similar to metallic stent, deployment is more sophisticated and requires proper predilatation, postdilatation of the lesion, and use of ot- her imaging methods, including intravascular ultrasonography and optical coherence tomography (OCT) ([@ref2], [@ref3]). Proper apposition of scaffold is one of the major predictors of scaffold failure. Thus, routine high-pressure balloon postdilation with noncompliant balloon catheter was suggested. Since BVS struts are not visible under fluoroscopy, additional imaging techniques, especially OCT, show apposition of the scaffold more clearly and enhance success rate of the procedure ([@ref4]). Özel et al. ([@ref1]) also stated that choice of noncompliant balloon predilation would decrease need for postdilatation. It is significant that rate of balloon postdilatation is not high, and it was approximately 50% in the mentioned investigation. It is not advisable to state that there is advantage with noncompliant balloon predilation with respect to reducing need for postdilatation without additional intravascular imaging technique. Conventional angiographic imaging cannot accurately guide proper apposition of the scaffold. Dalos et al. ([@ref5]) reported that focal radial expansion was significantly reduced in BVS compared to drug-eluting metal stent in routine clinical setting without observing routine postdilatation protocol.

In conclusion, routine balloon postdilatation with non-comp- liant balloon catheter is as crucial as lesion preparation. Importance of balloon postdilatation should not be neglected by the authors, and all practitioners should be encouraged to perform routine noncompliant balloon postdilatation regardless of angiographic image to increase success rate of BVS deployment.
